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Abstract
This article focuses on the relation between strategy-as-practice and its power effects in the context of a 
strategy project (Sustainable Sydney 2030) undertaken by the City of Sydney. The following three interrelated 
questions guided the enquiry: How is strategy practised? What knowledge is it based upon? And what 
are its power effects? Based on a detailed empirical analysis of the strategy-making process, the article 
charts how strategy rendered the city knowable and how performative effects of strategizing mobilized 
the public and legitimized outcomes of the process while silencing other voices. The article’s theoretical 
contribution is threefold: first, it shows that strategizing is performative, constituting its subjects and shaping 
its objects; second, that strategizing has to be understood as aesthetic performance whose power resides 
in the simultaneous representation of facts (traditionally the domain of science) and values (the realm of 
politics); third, and consequently, that strategy is a sociopolitical practice that aims at mobilizing people, 
marshalling political will and legitimizing decisions. The article concludes with reflections on five practical 
implications of the study.
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Introduction

This article reports the results of a two-year investigation into the strategy-making process of the 
City of Sydney. The city’s strategizing resulted in the Sustainable Sydney 2030 report. The study 
was sparked by our curiosity to understand how the practice of strategizing unfolded in the context 
of a city administration, such as Sydney’s. The following questions guided our enquiry: How is 
strategy practised? What knowledge is it based upon? And what are its power effects?

Theoretically, the article adds to the strategy-as-practice literature by discussing how strategiz-
ing is accomplished in a city administration. Specifically, our contribution explores the nexus 
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between strategy, knowledge and its power effects. Building on critical contributions by Knights 
and Morgan (1991) and Ezzamel and Willmott (2004), among others, our article theorizes the link 
between strategy-as-practice, discourse and power. The notion of performativity will function as a 
conceptual bridge between them. Moreover, we add to a growing body of literature that analyses 
practices of strategizing in the urban context (see Kornberger and Carter, 2010; Vaara, 2010).

Practically, for city managers, our article offers a critical analysis of the strategy-making proc-
ess and some reflections on its (intended and unintended) consequences. Despite the burgeoning 
interest in strategy from city managers and consultants alike, there is a dearth of critical empirical 
research focusing on the strategy-making process in the urban context and its effects. Our article 
addresses this lacuna by narrating the story of how the City of Sydney’s Sustainable Sydney 2030 
strategy transpired, and how it shaped the city and its citizens in return. Some practical reflections 
at the end of the article contribute to a potentially more productive strategy practice.

Our article is structured as follows. First, we present the theoretical context that informs our 
study in an account of strategy-as-practice in the context of new public management. Second, a 
detailed methodological account of the empirical research is presented. Third, the findings of the 
empirical study are discussed, and the effects of urban strategizing are theorized. Finally, the con-
cluding section offers some reflections on how strategy might be practised differently.

Theoretical background: Strategy and the city

Strategy as practice

In order to develop an analytical framework to study urban strategy as a performative practice, we 
focus on the work of those scholars who suggest understanding strategy as process and practice. In 
early work, Mintzberg (1987) and Pettigrew (1985) describe strategy in terms of political processes 
that do not unfold according to the neat logic of more traditional economic strategy research (e.g. 
Ansoff, 1965; Porter, 1980). More recently, the practice turn in strategy (e.g. Whittington, 2003) 
provides further analyses of the micro and everyday activities that constitute the labour of strategy, 
focusing firmly on ‘praxis, practitioners and practices’ (Whittington, 2003). Strategy is understood 
as an activity, as a verb rather than as a noun. For example, the analysis of processes of strategizing 
focuses on micro-level, everyday interactions in strategy meetings, workshops, conversations and 
so on, in which strategy is talked into being (see Samra-Fredericks, 2003, 2005). Similarly, Vaara 
and his colleagues (Mantere and Vaara, 2008; Pälli et al., 2009; Vaara, 2010; Vaara et al., 2010) 
have developed the practice approach by arguing for a stronger emphasis on the discursive aspects 
of strategizing. Building on the work of Barry and Elmes (1997), Boje (2008), Hardy et al. (2000) 
and others, Pälli et al. argue that, ‘strategy can be seen as a discourse which has its own specific 
conditions of possibility and that these conditions enable certain ways of acting while at the same 
time they restrict other actions’ (Pälli et al., 2009: 303). Analysing strategy as practice, in other 
words, is concerned with the order of discourse (Foucault, 1972) and its power effects.

Performativity, power and strategizing

Strategy-as-practice analyses discursive practices that structure social reality. It offers a distinct 
perspective on how a frame is constituted in which specific problems and solutions can be identi-
fied. Elaborating on this point, Knights and Morgan suggest that, ‘strategy is actively involved in 
the constitution, or re-definition, of problems in advance of offering itself as a solution to them’ 
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(Knights and Morgan, 1991: 270; see also Foucault, 1977). Following this view, strategizing is 
inextricably intertwined with the exercise of power (Clegg, 1989). The effects of power are exer-
cised through the categorical distinctions that strategic discourse implements (even as, or maybe 
especially when, it may not reflexively acknowledge doing so). Consequently, strategy represents 
neither a neutral tool nor a mere technique; rather, strategy, in practice, constructs that which is its 
object through means of accounting for, normalizing and representing phenomena as objects of 
strategy.

The concept of performativity offers itself as a useful analytical tool to grasp the relationship 
between strategizing, discourse and power. In his 1962 book, How to Do Things with Words, Austin 
describes particularly powerful forms of language games premised on performative utterances. In 
the appropriate context, if a priest or civil authority says, ‘I now pronounce you man and wife’, the 
utterance does something; it changes your identity (see also Searle, 1995). In this sense, talk is 
action: it constitutes reality. Could we imagine strategy as a performative practice? Strategizing 
means developing a (usually big) picture of the future that will frame immediate courses of action. 
In this sense, strategy turns the arrow of time; the future becomes the condition of the possibility 
for action in the present. Hence, we suggest analysing strategy as a performative practice. The 
concept of performativity directs our attention to the circumstance that strategizing is an activity 
that does something.

Strategy’s performative effects result from the forms of discursive structure and rationality that 
strategists draw upon as a resource to justify and legitimize their practice. Flyvbjerg (1998, 2002) 
demonstrates how, in the context of urban planning in the Danish city of Aalborg, the different 
agencies and authorities involved in the planning arena sought to rationalize their particular ver-
sions of rationality as the strategy to be followed. He analyses strategic situations in which power 
was exercised through the collective rationality deployed by different groups of people with com-
mon vested interests. Those who were in positions of dominance in the arena paid least heed to 
the rationality of their arguments and were less inclined to rationalize their positions and more 
disposed to advance them as if they were just common sense. Many instances of this phenomenon 
can be seen in everyday life. For instance, the rationality of an economic argument (e.g. ‘a strong 
economy will offer opportunities for everyone, especially those who are socially disenfranchised 
now; hence, economic growth is the solution for social ills’) encapsulates the interest of certain 
groups and frames reality in a particular way by identifying causes and effects, hence, constituting 
specific power relations.

Power relations should be seen as productive and positive, not merely as restrictive and nega-
tive; they are constituted in those techniques, entanglements and practices that constitute the nor-
malcy of everyday life (Foucault, 1977). The focus of our analysis is the play of techniques in the 
mundane practices of strategy that shape the everyday life of the strategist and structure particular 
forms of conduct, with a particular emphasis on the ways in which people mould and frame strat-
egy in the city. In the next section we address the frame of new public management in which much 
recent urban strategy has been couched.

Contextualizing urban strategy: New public management (NPM)

The discourse of strategy increasingly frames the contemporary epistemological space with which 
the urban is managed. The engagement with strategy represents an important empirical datum: the 
city has become an object of – and subject for – strategy (see Burdett and Sudjic, 2007; Schüller 
et al., 2009). Critically reflecting on this change, Zukin (2007) has diagnosed not a shift in, but a 
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shift to strategic thinking in the contemporary city. The rise of urban strategizing has to be put into 
the context of the rise of neoliberally inspired NPM (see Clarke and Newman, 1997; Du Gay, 2000; 
Ferlie et al., 1996; Hood, 1995). As a deeply rooted belief system and a system of specific prac-
tices, NPM displays a high level of dependence upon the private sector for guidance, especially 
in matters of strategy (Hackworth, 2007; Harvey, 1989). Osborne and Gaebler (1992; see also 
Barzelay, 1992) most visibly legitimated NPM and established it as the new conventional wisdom 
supporting strategic urban practice.

Practitioners have embraced NPM with enthusiasm in the light of its purported benefits and its 
evident appeal to the entrepreneurial geist (e.g. Considine, 1988, 1990; Painter, 1988). NPM had a 
performative effect in that it enacted the reality it intended to describe, shaping and empirically 
formatting those theoretical objects it depicted rather than merely representing them as something 
to which it corresponded. NPM discourse did so as it reimagined the citizen as a citizen-consumer 
who prefers markets that offer choices, more efficient services and provide better and more trans-
parent ‘public value’ (e.g. Cole and Parston, 2006; Moore, 1995). The discourse of service and 
choice replaced the messy politics of the public realm (Clarke et al., 2007). Of course, notions of 
‘citizens’ and ‘publics’ as much as ‘service ‘ and ‘choice’ are rhetorical devices. There are many 
differences between citizens and not all citizens can easily be assembled in the same public sphere, 
subject to the same service, with the same choices available. Citizens and publics are riven by 
power relations, as are those strategies that compose them, their services and their choices. This 
begs the question whether strategy privileges some publics and some citizens as it marginalizes 
others. In other words, public sector strategy may not be a mere technology but has (un)intended 
impacts on the public and how it enacts democracy.

Consequently, an analysis of the relations between strategy, power and the city opens up a 
research agenda that includes wider issues of democracy and the public. Political fields (and what 
else are cities?) are sites of competition between different factions – citizen groups, movements, 
planners, property developers, financial institutions, politicians, etc. – for control of agendas and 
the right to speak in the name of the city and those who inhabit it (Bourdieu, 1991). Strategy com-
municates not only socially negotiated meanings but also legitimate and illegitimate forms of 
action and voice, producing consent but also triggering resistance (Vaara et al., 2010: 686). In this 
vein, Eriksson and Lehtimäki suggest understanding, ‘strategy rhetoric as a cultural product on 
which the strategy-makers draw, because the rhetoric is regarded as effective and convincing . . . 
[it] is taken as self-evident and legitimate, and is used without questioning the presumptions on 
which it is built’ (2001: 202). Accordingly, strategy is a discursive practice that constitutes a reality 
(instead of mirroring it), that defines what is meaningful (instead of measuring it) and that legiti-
mizes actions and decisions (instead of rationally analysing them).

Before we present the findings of Sydney 2030 and its performative power effects, we provide 
a brief account of our methodology.

Methodology

Gaining research access

The empirical research that informs this article took place over a 24-month period from 2006 to 
2008. During this time, the City of Sydney delivered its strategy for the future of Sydney. The final 
document, entitled Sustainable Sydney 2030, presented a strategic vision for Sydney and mapped 
out how to accomplish it. It was launched in March 2008, just in time for the local elections 
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(in which the Lord Mayor received overwhelming support, a large part of which was attributed to 
the 2030 project). The fieldwork followed the entire duration of the project from 2006 to 2008, 
with additional data collection in 2009 and 2010, albeit on a more impromptu basis.

An elected councillor of the city who was also a board member of the University of Technology 
council brokered our first introduction to the executive team of the City of Sydney, including the 
CEO, the executive manager, the director of City Strategy Planning and Development, the manager 
of Community Living and the director of City Engagement. The initial discussions with the city 
executive focused on the following questions:

•	 How is the strategy process organized?
•	 What types of knowledge contribute to the strategy process?
•	 Which experts participate, and how do their conceptualizations of the city differ?
•	 How are different types of knowledge translated?
•	 What are the dynamics of different stakeholder interests and priorities in the development of 

the strategy?

As a result, we drew up an agreement that stipulated we would deliver a report to the City of 
Sydney analysing the strategy process from an organizational perspective. In return, the City of 
Sydney would agree to grant the researchers access to their staff, consultants, relevant events 
and documentation relating to Sydney 2030. The city did not contribute financially to the project, 
marking a clear distinction between the researchers’ role as academics with an interest in studying 
the strategy process and others who were (paid) consultants working for the city administration 
responsible for completion of the project.

Data collection

The data collection comprised the following three elements. First, written documents produced as 
part of the strategy process were analysed: these included preliminary scoping studies, presentations 
from consultants and the city administration on the strategy process, work in progress reports, 
summaries of community meetings, white papers and other written material. We also studied a 
media analysis that tracked the reception and discussion revolving around Sydney 2030. 
Additionally, the city had developed its own project website (www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/2030), 
which featured not only the final strategy document but also videos with thought leaders, reports, 
white papers and so on. We complemented the study of strategy documents with research into local 
area action plans and other documents that had preceded the strategy-making process. Although 
the study can by no means claim to have exhausted the city’s vast planning and policy document 
archives, the study of pre-2030 documents provided a sense of the ways in which communication 
concerning the strategy departed from previous planning discourse.

Second, we conducted 20 interviews with people constituting the core team involved in the 
strategy-making process (see Appendix). The criteria for inclusion were whether the person was 
part of the 2030 project team and/or whether they played a significant role in the strategy-making 
process. The interviewees were contacted by the research team and asked whether they would 
agree to be interviewed for approximately one hour. It was made clear that the study was approved 
by the City of Sydney, but that all data collected were for the purpose of our study only, that only 
we would have access to the full data and that all records would be kept confidential. All staff from 
the city administration agreed to be interviewed. Except for one consultant, all external strategists 
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who were approached also agreed to be interviewed. The interviews lasted between 45 minutes and 
two hours. All interviews were recorded and transcribed. Overall, we collected more than 18 hours 
worth of interview data. The interviews were loosely structured around the interviewee’s personal 
background, their role in the strategy process and their observations of the process. The assurance 
that all data would be kept confidential contributed to an open, and often critical, discussion. 
Additionally, informal impromptu meetings between the strategists and the first author over coffee 
or dinner were invaluable sources of making sense of the strategy process as questions around the 
how and what of Sydney 2030 could be discussed frankly.

Third, the data collection included attending public events, community forums, strategy work-
shops and meetings in which the strategy process took shape. Strategy is a public undertaking in 
the context of a democratic city. As a result, the City of Sydney organized dozens of briefing 
meetings for community members, businesses and other interests groups; it ran workshops to 
brainstorm ideas for the future, and it staged exhibitions as well as Town Hall talks to disseminate 
initial findings and collect feedback. The research team was invited to attend these events as part 
of the research process. We participated in these gatherings when and where possible, often not for 
the full duration but for a half day or several hours. The forums attended included so-called com-
munity meetings in which a large number of community members (between 150 and 200) dis-
cussed the future of Sydney, as well as gatherings that engaged the business community. At each 
event we took notes that were invaluable because they allowed for a refined understanding of how 
strategy was practised, and how the strategy practice structured interaction with the public.

Data analysis

Reconstructing how strategizing was accomplished, and what its (un)intended power effects were, 
grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) suggested itself as a fruitful analytical approach. In an 
iterative process, the data were analysed and categories subsequently developed that informed 
further rounds of interpretation. Analytically, two key concepts emerged as sensemaking devices. 
First, how did different forms of knowledge mobilized in the process inform strategy-as-practice? 
In other words, how was the city rendered ‘knowable’? What knowledge(s) disciplined the city? 
These questions reflect our interest in power and its relation to truth and rationality (Foucault, 
1977). Second, we were interested in the performative aspects of strategizing: if strategizing is 
linked to specific power/knowledge regimes, what kind of performative impact does it have on its 
subjects and their interpretations, actions and decisions?

Moving between our theoretical frame and the data, we isolated episodes, quotes and observa-
tions that illustrated power/knowledge and performative effects in the strategy process. We did so 
initially by manually coding data that fell into the following categories: knowledge, strategy 
practice, time, space, body politic and public will. As we did so, new categories emerged (such as 
the aestheticization of politics) that were then included in our analysis. Moving iteratively 
between our categories and our data, we translated data into the narrative that forms the basis of 
this article.

We would like to conclude our methodological account with some critical reflections. The 
translation from data to narrative is inevitably a subjective process shaped by the epistemic prefer-
ences of the authors. Frequent discussions in the research team and sharing drafts of the article 
with colleagues ensured that we kept a reflexive distance to our own ways of making sense. A 
further attempt to ensure that our sensemaking was critical yet accurate was to share drafts of our 
research with those involved in 2030. Although the participants and the researchers did not always 
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agree on the interpretation of events, this shared sensemaking exercise ensured an authentic 
narrative based on critical reflection.

Findings: Strategizing the urban

The City of Sydney

Stretched over an area of 26 square kilometres, the City of Sydney is home to only approximately 
160,000 residents in comparison to the total population of the Sydney metropolitan area of about 
4.5 million people dispersed over 1580 square kilometres. Despite the relatively small city bounda-
ries, the City of Sydney plays host to a vast flow of people and activities. On any average day, close 
to 1 million people pour into the city, which provides the global image of Australia to the world, 
including the iconic Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge. Economically, the City of 
Sydney is Australia’s powerhouse, providing work for more than 370,000 people. In 2007/8 the 
value of the city’s economic activity was estimated at AUD78 billion, representing 8.1 percent of 
Australia’s total GDP. About 50 percent of all Australian firms valued at over AUD1 billion are 
located in the City of Sydney.

The governance structure of metropolitan Sydney is fragmented (see Punter, 2005), its inner 
metropolitan area comprised of 11 local councils, one of them being the City of Sydney, while the 
greater Sydney area is administered by a further 43 councils. The fragmented local councils face a 
powerful counterpart in the New South Wales (NSW) state government (see Searle and Bunker, 
2010) as well as its many sub-agencies, including City Rail, State Rail, Sydney Ferries, the Roads 
and Traffic Authority, the Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (which runs the Rocks and Darling 
Harbour), the Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust and the Sydney Opera House Trust. The 
state-controlled authorities manage key development areas (such as Green Square to the south of 
the city and Barangaroo to the west). While these areas are part of the territory of the City of 
Sydney, the city enjoys only limited control over these sites, which are constituted under state Acts 
of Parliament. Historically, this has given rise to power struggles. The tensions came to a head in 
1987 when the NSW state government sacked the city council and installed three commissioners 
for 18 months before new elections were held. The new 1988 City of Sydney Act deprived the 
council of the right to make any statutory plans and instituted that all major planning applications 
had to go through the City of Sydney Planning Committee (consisting of two city councillors and 
the Lord Mayor, plus four experts chosen by the NSW government and the NSW Director of 
Planning). Through the Planning Committee, the NSW government effectively controlled the City 
of Sydney (Punter, 2005: 84).

In 2003, the City of Sydney’s local area was extended, mainly to the south. The motivation for 
this move was political, as the dominant Labor Party tried to ensure a mayoral victory in the local 
elections through including voters from what it considered its heartland of support located to the 
south of the city. To Labor’s surprise, at the March 2004 elections the independent candidate, 
Clover Moore, triumphed, receiving 41 percent of the vote, clearly ahead of Labor, which had only 
22 percent. Moore had been the independent member for Sydney in the NSW parliament since 
1988 and enjoyed strong grassroots support. For the Lord Mayor’s job, she campaigned on a ticket 
that promised more controls and scrutiny for developers, and business in general, while putting the 
community first. Her reputation as a green, business-critical politician was summarized in the 
Australian Financial Review, which editorialized after the election that, ‘Australia’s most impor-
tant CBD [central business district] [is] in the hands of anti-development and green zealots’. It was 
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under Moore’s leadership that the City of Sydney embarked on the strategy-making process that 
resulted in Sydney 2030.

Learning the game: How to speak strategically

As a language game, strategy’s grammar and vocabulary are a foreign tongue for most people. 
Accordingly, the ability to speak strategically has to be learned. The first piece of work that the city 
administration and the consultants undertook was a report entitled Review of International 
Strategies,1 whose purpose was to review other major cities’ strategy work and investigate what 
Sydney could learn from them.

The report included and analysed London and New York on a global level, while Toronto 
and Singapore, chosen as benchmarks, were analysed on a comparative level. From an innovation 
perspective, Portland and Singapore (economic), Johannesburg and Washington, DC (social), 
Manchester and Glasgow (creative), Seattle and Vancouver (environmental) and Zurich and 
Curitiba (transport) were included. Three criteria guided the choice of cities: first, they had to be 
cities that Sydney aspired to emulate; second, they had to be similar to Sydney; and third, they 
should demonstrate innovation or success. One could argue that the criteria are somewhat peculiar: 
to be included on the list, cities have to be both similar to Sydney and objects of aspiration at the 
same time. Implicitly, what the report did was to create a peer group of cities against which to 
benchmark Sydney. Through the strategy process, the local council catapulted itself onto the global 
stage. In this sense, strategy allowed the city to choose the context in which it could construct its 
own identity relationally.

The cities chosen differed in many respects, which made meaningful comparison difficult. For 
instance, the small city of Zurich, with less than half a million inhabitants, can hardly be compared 
with Sydney when it comes to public transport. Relating Singapore to Sydney, the report con-
cluded, ‘Singapore is an example of what can be achieved with a highly interventionist govern-
ment. The Sydney context is vastly different so these methods may not be translated into the 
Sydney context’ (p. 87). The knowledge acquired about Johannesburg was summarized neatly as, 
‘Not directly comparable to Sydney’ (p. 90). We were puzzled by these findings: what, if not learn-
ing from other cities (benchmarking), was the function of the review? The answer, we think, is that 
the review became a manual that taught the city administration how to speak strategically.

First, it introduced the language of strategy by investigating what topics urban strategies nor-
mally cover, how they analyse them and what style and form strategic reporting takes. For instance, 
the report analysed in meticulous detail whether the benchmarked cities produced one or many 
strategy documents. It also concluded that one overarching strategy was desirable because it could 
better communicate the need for more fine-grained strategies as ‘actions’ (quotation marks in 
original). Finally, the report analysed the structure of urban strategies, concluding that they usu-
ally start with defining the status quo (where are we now); develop a vision (where do we want to 
go); and then list strategies (how to get there).

The second aspect of learning to speak strategically included an analysis of how cities dealt with 
potentially contentious issues. Overall, the report introduced economic concerns as key to urban 
strategy and defined social and cultural areas as functions of economic development, for example. For 
instance, economic development is depicted as a two-pronged strategy. On the one hand, it raises 
revenue for the city while, on the other hand, it improves the quality of life of its residents. Although 
these two concepts could easily be in tension with each other, the report introduces the concept of 
the ‘creative city’, which marries economic growth and lifestyle through the cultural economy. 
According to the report, a ‘narrow focus on the arts’ has been challenged and replaced by a per-
spective that links culture to economic development through ‘employment in the creative sector, 
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the development and marketing of cultural assets and resources, and cultural events programming’ 
(p. 25). The perspective placed emphasis on tourism, iconic buildings and spectacular events that 
turn culture into consumables.

The report showed what it meant to speak strategically, elaborating on the form and the content 
of what counts as strategic. Referring to other cities, it created inter-legitimation: one strategy 
makes more sense and is enhanced through the relation to another one that might differ ever so 
slightly or echo its assumptions. Notably, none of the strategies were evaluated in regard to their 
effectiveness (e.g. how did social equality change in New York?). Rather, referring from one 
strategy to the other made it possible to create a self-sustaining global language game.2 Yet, as 
Czarniawska and Sevón (2005) stressed, global ideas are not blindly adopted locally; rather, they 
are translated into local contexts, mixing with other preceding discursive layers. In the next 
sections, we explore how strategy was translated and unfolded in the City of Sydney.

Disciplining the city

Knowing the city is a complex task. The city is a space in which economic, social, cultural, politi-
cal, environmental and other issues are inextricably interwoven into ‘wicked problems’ (Rittel and 
Webber, 1973). The first task of strategizing is to render the city visible and provide a representa-
tion as the necessary frame in which interventions can be discussed and legitimized. How did 
Sydney 2030 discipline the urban space? What knowledge(s) did the strategy process mobilize?

Rather than focusing on the mundane trivialities of city life that some interviewees summarized 
as the 3 Rs (roads, rates and rubbish), Sydney 2030 addressed what was referred to as ‘big picture 
issues’. These were to move their focus to a markedly different sense of place than that which had 
previously characterized the city’s sense of itself. Prior to Sydney 2030, the city administration 
framed its problems squarely within the jurisdictional, temporal and geographic boundaries of the 
City of Sydney. For instance, the Local Area Plan 2007–2010 focused on activities to be completed 
within the election cycle. It suggested activities that the city administration could deliver, such as 
free dog obedience training for the elderly to increase social cohesion within the community.

Sydney 2030 marked a radical departure from territorial, temporal and jurisdictional boundaries. 
In a preliminary white paper, the city administration argued for the need to respond to a completely 
new set of issues, including global warming, rising oil prices, global competition between cities, 
the global quest for creative class talent, culture as an asset that fuels economic growth, city brand-
ing, and the future role of local government, which ‘will need to take a new leadership role to 
facilitate connections between those with creative skills, business capability and those committed 
to building social capital’.3 Global warming was specially stressed and presented as a ‘burning 
platform’ that necessitates a, ‘dramatic and rapid shift in thinking and action’. In defining this new 
set of challenges, the city argued that a strategic approach to problem solving was required. The 
emphasis on ‘strategic’ implicitly indexed a holistic and lateral approach, ignoring established 
boundaries of power, as one strategist of the City of Sydney elaborated:

. . . in embarking on a thing called 2030, I guess, by default, the city recognized that much could be done 
with the city if it chose to develop initiatives that ignored the boundaries of power and structures and 
started to try and marshal things around good ideas. . . . as a council you must be truly strategic and you 
must cast your minds beyond not only your powers but also beyond your boundaries (Josh, city strategy)

Strategy extended the space that was previously defined as local to a global level. The problems 
that framed 2030’s agenda did not follow from the geography of the city or from the experience of 
its inhabitants but were framed by a new problem-space that deliberately ignored boundaries, 
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extending the sphere of influence of the city administration beyond its democratically legitimized 
boundaries.

Strategizing not only implied an extension of the boundaries of power, it also included an exten-
sion of the disciplinary knowledge that was mobilized to represent this space. Strategizing Sydney 
included focusing on the non-spatial aspects of the city. One of the lead consultants defined the 
major difference between strategy and more traditional planning as follows: ‘I suppose there is a 
plan in our document because there is a sort of some spatial intent but it’s strategic because it’s 
supported by non-spatial policies, non-spatial planning and other non-spatial aspects’ (Roger, con-
sultant). The consultant differentiated between planning, narrowly defined as territorial, as opposed 
to strategy, negatively defined as including non-spatial aspects. What were these non-spatial 
aspects that made representations of Sydney strategic?

The non-spatial aspects of strategy included the following seven different knowledge clusters 
that the city had identified as crucial: city economy, city environment, city transport, city design, 
city community, city culture and city governance. These different knowledge clusters were sup-
posed to offer a strategically relevant representation of the city. Of course, this begs the question 
why certain disciplines were included and other important areas (such as technology or democracy) 
remained outside 2030. A senior consultant’s answer reflected the commonsensical approach that 
the 2030 team took: ‘The key disciplines actually chose themselves’ (Michael, consultant). Among 
the city administration and the consulting team, it was simply taken for granted which disciplines 
(and, by extension, voices) should be included and excluded as part of the strategy process.

Our research interest focused on how the different disciplines and their different representa-
tions of the city could be reconciled into one big picture. Interviewees explained that the different 
disciplines that structured the space of strategy were meant to work harmoniously with each other. 
The assumption was that these intersecting domains shared a common plane, complementing each 
other and somehow ultimately resulting in a more complete or accurate picture. The reality was 
somewhat different.

From the beginning, the assumed polyphony of a multidisciplinary discourse gave way to a 
discursive regime in which economic concerns became the dominant framing device of the urban. 
One member of the 2030 team explained bluntly that the voice which came to dominate the lan-
guage of the strategy-making process was the economy: ‘Economy is number one, environment 
comes in number two; that’s just the way it is’ (Josh, city strategy). In a more detailed reflection, 
another city employee who worked on 2030 described the emergence of the economy as the 
dominant theme:

I was hoping the cultural people would have risen to the top, but they didn’t quite rise to the top. . . . the 
whole notion of the global economic city was the direction that rose to the top. So you know, and then 
environment was second and transport was third. That’s interesting, because what people said was ‘we 
want environment first, we want transport second’, and you know, economics sort of came third. (Marion, 
city strategy)

The economy became the dominant language game that disciplined the city. Its discourse provided 
the diction in which other perspectives had to formulate their concerns. For instance, in a letter to 
key stakeholders the Sustainable Sydney 2030 vision was explained as follows:

Sydney can become one of the world’s leading green cities, making this our point of competitive advantage 
with other global cities. We can make sure Sydney remains Australia’s global business and cultural centre 
of excellence – our international business and tourism gateway, by celebrating our indigenous heritage and 
supporting contemporary creative culture.
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In this short paragraph, the economic logic that underpinned the strategy discourse is evident. It is 
assumed that becoming a leading green city somehow automatically represents a competitive 
advantage. The vision glosses over that being green and being economically successful may be 
conflicting goals. Cultural excellence is conflated with the notion of a ‘tourism gateway’ that 
makes sense of Sydney’s indigenous heritage as something to ‘celebrate’, defining culture and 
indigenous heritage as consumables, as something that makes sense in economic terms. Moreover, 
non-economic concerns were defined as a function of economic growth, assuming that a growing 
economy would automatically result in a culturally diverse, socially inclusive and an environmen-
tally friendly city. As one consultant explained:

An economically successful city has to be a very liveable city and an economically successful city has to 
be a very easy city to get around, you know, with good public transport and so on. And an economically 
successful city has to be one that’s fairly socially cohesive. (Marion, city strategy)

Disciplining the urban meant casting its problems and possible solutions in the language of 
economics, assuming that social, cultural, environmental and other issues would be addressed as 
part of the concern for the economy.

The effects of the dominance of the economic discourse as a disciplining device became evident 
when actors within the strategy-making process tried to introduce new ideas that could not be read-
ily articulated in economic language. Yet, in order to count, ideas for Sydney 2030 had to be articu-
lated and legitimized in economic terms. For instance, as a cultural manager of the City of Sydney 
told us, cultural initiatives had to be ‘wrapped up in an economic package’ (Maria, city culture) in 
order to claim meaning and importance within Sydney 2030. Proposed projects such as a ‘cultural 
ribbon’ that was planned to stretch along the harbour foreshore were welcomed as they contributed 
to Sydney’s brand as a global tourism destination that would ‘attract people to Sydney and that’s 
our selling point’ (Maria, city culture). As a white paper put it, culture was an asset that needed to 
be ‘refreshed and expanded to maintain the city’s attractiveness . . . [because] cultural and creative 
activities are increasingly recognized as economic drivers’ (Sustainable Sydney 2030 – Issues 
Summary 1 June 2007).

Projects that could not be formulated in the language of economic cost-benefit analysis were 
hard to articulate and legitimize. The cultural manager quoted above provided an example of this 
difficulty in terms of much needed support for emerging artists in the form of artist-run galleries 
and studio spaces, for which there had been a long running petitioning strategically situated outside 
the Town Hall. She found it difficult to get the issue taken seriously and eventually gave up pushing 
for these ideas, ‘because it was very difficult to articulate what the end result of that would be . . . 
I think it got too hard to discuss it within the Sydney 2030 framework’ (Maria, city culture).

The discussion around Sydney’s indigenous heritage presented another stark example of the 
consequences of the economic language that disciplined the space constituted by 2030. The rela-
tively large indigenous population living to the south of the city boundaries was (and still is) 
severely socioeconomically disadvantaged. Sydney 2030 sketched out the Eora Journey as a cul-
tural walking trail from Redfern in the city’s south to the harbour. The way the strategy approached 
the complex issue of Sydney’s indigenous past was through ‘celebrating the indigenous history’, 
an approach which could hardly claim to represent the concerns of the local population that were 
far more focused on shelter, food, drug and alcohol dependency, and their policing. The economic 
logic of 2030 de facto commodified indigenous culture into something to be consumed by eager 
tourists (presumably non-indigenous) in a two-hour walk promoted in brochures, only interrupted 
by a visitor centre offering matching mementos. Again, the ‘cultural experience’ could easily be 
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legitimized in economic terms; issues that could not be framed in economic terms did not find their 
way into the strategy.

Arguably, the limits of the economist’s language were the limits of Sydney 2030. Strategy 
represented the expansion of space beyond the boundaries of power and geography of the city 
administration, but the non-spatial aspects of the city were disciplined by the discourse of eco-
nomic progress. Despite the rhetoric of interdisciplinarity, the ‘good ideas’ that were marshalled 
were by and large ideas derived from and legitimized in the language of the economy. The urban 
was represented first and foremost as an economic concern in the strategy process, defining 
social, cultural and environmental issues as its functions.

Performativity and strategy

Sydney 2030 disciplined the urban as an economic concern; how then was strategy performed in 
this new space? How were people and things ‘marshalled’ around good ideas? The strategy process 
in itself is a purely formal matter. Strategists are experts at sequencing activities into a process. A 
senior strategist within the city administration left no doubt that the strategy-making process was 
more important than the outcome itself:

The process has been absolutely essential and more important than the outcome. . . . You’re not a leader 
unless you bring everyone with you. If you haven’t brought everyone along on your journey, then you’re 
not leading at all, you’re just having a walk. (Peter, city strategy)

The interviewee stressed that strategy is a practice that aims at mobilizing people and ‘bringing 
them along’. As such, strategy is a transformative process: the activities performed as parts of the 
strategy process contribute to bringing about the desired results as the performative aspect of strat-
egy. Strategy does not so much describe the future as cause this future to come into existence 
through its process. Like those rituals analysed by anthropologists (e.g. Turner, 1974; Van Gennep, 
1960), strategizing is a social practice that transforms its subjects through its process.

The focus on the actual process of strategizing had a second important function. The strategy 
process also legitimized its outcomes. As a senior strategist from the city administration 
elaborated:

. . . the only way we were going to bring people along with us was for them to feel like it was a process 
that they could be confident in, to deliver the right answers in the first place . . . if they had confidence in 
the process they were easily going to get their confidence for the end product. (John, city engagement)

As this city strategist put it, strategy is a process that, if managed well, justifies its results. As such, 
it functions as a ritual of verification that produces legitimate solutions as a correlate of its own 
practice. These solutions are not legitimized or deemed to be true because of endogenous criteria 
(e.g. expert knowledge); rather they are justified exogenously via the strategy process through 
which they were produced in the first place.

Empirically, the performative aspects of the strategy process were played out through what 
became the most extensive consultation in the City of Sydney’s history. More than 12,000 people 
were directly consulted. More than 30 community forums were held. A further 4000 people were 
directly engaged through City Talks and 2000 residents posted comments electronically or by mail. 
Intensive workshops were held with community and business leaders, media representatives and 
politicians from all levels of government. An extensive survey gauged people’s attitudes and the 
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Future Phone (a recording device inviting people to leave verbal messages) was displayed at 
numerous public events, schools, libraries and educational institutions. A six-week public exhibi-
tion about 2030 attracted close to 160,000 visitors. Finally, extensive media coverage of the project 
reached several hundred thousand people in Sydney and across Australia.

The actual labour of strategy consisted of orchestrating the process through which people could 
be mobilized (‘bring them along the journey’) and ideas could be legitimized (‘confidence in the 
process translates into confidence in the outcomes’). Officially, the engagement and consultation 
was framed as an exercise in listening to and learning from the community. In contrast to this 
assumption, the dominant view of the consultants, as well as the city strategists, was that consulta-
tion did not so much result in ideas but added legitimacy to the process. As one consultant told us, 
‘To be honest, not a lot of new ideas came out of those consultations. They were more, kind of 
reaffirming some of the ideas that were already within the team and the extent of how far the com-
munity was willing to accept change as well’ (Anne, consultant). Another consultant, Jack, bluntly 
stated, ‘I don’t think we learned anything fundamental that I didn’t already know from all the 
years of experience.’ If the consultation was not about the exchange of ideas and learning, but 
about mobilizing, transforming and legitimizing, how did it unfold in practice and what were its 
power effects?

The massive consultation programme aimed at transforming people’s understanding of the city. 
As a senior city strategist explained:

And so, there’s nothing more rewarding than when all your stakeholders start to tell you all the things that 
you started talking about at the start of a process, because that means that they are now on this complex 
journey of understanding a city . . . there’s nothing better than when someone says, ‘Oh, my idea is . . . 
whatever it is; my idea is to, you know, lower a freeway and connect across here.’ And in the back of your 
mind you think, ‘yes, that’s the idea we had a year ago and probably others had many, many years before 
then’, but the fact that we all have that idea now, is what will make a difference. (Peter, city strategy)

As the strategist elaborated, the strategy process was less about discovering problems or innovative 
solutions and more about guiding people’s perception through a carefully orchestrated process of 
communication to arrive at a particular interpretation of issues and the (preconceived) solutions to 
resolve them. In order to enrol people into the strategists’ agenda, the views of those who were 
involved in the process had to be ‘lifted’ so they would be able to see and share the proverbial big 
picture. As one engagement manager of the city put it, to think strategically means ‘lifting people’s 
thinking’, adding that:

. . . normally when we consult with the Chambers of Commerce, it’s very much about, you know, the 
empty shop fronts or the role of why there is shutters on the front of the shops and da, da, da. [When] we 
brought them into their first 2030 [meeting], we were very strategic because we knew they would come in 
thinking, ‘oh I’m just going to talk about my shop front’, so we knew that we had to get them up really 
quickly and we agonized and we strategized a lot about how we would have that conversation with them 
and we invited them into the Lord Mayor’s reception room and we had Paul Trueman [well-known TV 
presenter who acted as facilitator for 2030] and we worked for weeks on how to try and lift their thinking, 
and it worked. (Elle, city engagement)

This remarkably revealing quote shows how the power effect of strategy can be used to change 
participants’ thinking. The actual process of strategizing has the power to ‘lift their thinking’ if 
meticulously arranged, which included using the Lord Mayor’s opulent reception room, hiring a 
well-known personality as an amicable facilitator, serving exquisite food, using massive screens 
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for presentations and so on. These material devices framed the conversation as strategic and trans-
formed ordinary people, usually preoccupied with the mundane concerns of their daily lives rather 
than big picture issues, into strategically relevant subjects. The strategy process was geared towards 
making people see the big picture and, as a consultant explained, ‘bring people up to higher level 
of conversation’. Power effects were linked to this shift in views. The engagement manager quoted 
above explained:

So we said, ‘this is high level, this is strategic and we want your views but we want them at this level. . . . 
you are going to talk; we want you to talk about high level strategic things.’ . . . so we had to break their 
pattern of the way that they interacted. (Elle, city engagement)

In this quote, our interviewee referred to strategizing as breaking established communication 
patterns that revolved around daily concerns, replacing them with what she labelled ‘high level 
strategic things’. While people were invited to speak their minds, they were simultaneously 
instructed to voice them at a certain level. To be ‘strategic’ became a powerful signifier that struc-
tured interaction. During the workshops, it became obvious that the ‘strategic’ level was not the 
one through which concerned ordinary citizens would have chosen to express their views. For 
instance, when someone raised concerns about a drop in customer in their shop due to the 
Council’s introduction of parking meters, the issue was quickly disqualified as ‘not strategic’. 
The label ‘strategic’ was reserved for the big picture issues and for those who lifted their perspec-
tives away from the politics of the here-and-now towards 2030. The image of a far distant future 
in which mundane worries were banished replaced the concerns of the here-and-now. Through 
this operation, strategy depoliticized the present. Simultaneously, it bought time for those whose 
relations of power it was projecting, resulting in a big picture in which the interests of a few col-
lided with the illusions of the many.

Strategy’s public and the articulation of political will: The legitimizing power  
of strategy

The extensive engagement process enabled the strategists to legitimize ideas ‘beyond their powers’ 
as the articulation of the community’s will. The 2030 process constituted a public that could be 
used to add the weight of a populist vote to ideas vis-a-vis stakeholders, especially the NSW gov-
ernment. Sydney 2030 was framed as ‘a response to the community’s ideas for creating a better 
Sydney’ (2030 Vision Booklet) in which the public was evoked as the true author of the strategy:

We canvassed the ideas and opinions of thousands of Sydneysiders. Their answer is clear. They want a City 
that is economically prosperous, a leader in environmental sustainability, liveable, inclusive and culturally 
alive. They want to move around the City safely and in a way that is environmentally responsible. They 
want Sydney to be green, global and connected. (Sustainable Sydney 2030)

Clearly, the strategy process added a layer of legitimacy to the city’s ideas that other forms of 
democracy (notably elections) could not provide. It is in this sense that strategy constructed a body 
politic – a new form of unity that fashioned the administration with new powers. A senior employee 
of the city explained the administration’s new powers, derived from the strategy process:

. . . it becomes a different source of power, because it’s the power of knowledge and information about the 
community because if it [the city administration] can do that well in a political sense, then it can deliver a 
community to other levels of government in a sense by saying you should listen to these people. (Tom, city 
strategy)
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The strategy process simultaneously constituted a community and made claim to represent the 
voice of that community. The consultation allowed the documents to point at the community as if 
they were the authors of the strategy; hence, the strategy’s authority and power were legitimized as 
the community’s will. In other words, strategy represented a new way of articulating political will. 
In order to do so, it had to translate the cacophony of expressions into a homogeneous voice.

Not surprisingly, the workshops and meetings we observed were marked by a multiplicity of 
interests, ideas and intentions. In the community sessions held as part of Sydney 2030, people 
expressed opinions and ideas ranging from progressive-utopian to conservative-dystopian and 
everything imaginable in between. For instance, at one event, the 150 or so community members 
present had the following ideas about the future of Sydney: it should be a city of universities; 
resemble the hanging gardens of Babylon; it should feed itself with farms around the city; it 
should be philanthropic, affordable, design-oriented, authentic, creative, vibrant, carefree, green, 
ready to host the next Olympics, a city of fireworks, egalitarian, independent from energy imports, 
providing great quality of life, economically booming, focusing on the recycling of bottles, 
harvesting storm water . . . the list was as exhausting as it was contradictory.

The report that resulted from the workshops successfully translated these myriad concerns into 
neat categories. The report argued that, ‘there was notable consistency in the themes and views’ 
that were put forward during consultation (Sustainable Sydney 2030 Business and Community 
Forums Report). The quoted report suggested that, ‘a strong alignment of ideas’ existed ‘across the 
diverse groups consulted’. In other words, the report claimed that developers and residents, the 
indigenous population and the tourism industry all shared one vision, imagining the same future for 
the city. The political differences disappeared as Sydney 2030 celebrated its engineered consensus 
as profound discovery. The authority of Sydney 2030 followed from its supposedly collective 
authorship, as a city strategist explained:

. . . in a sense it [2030] becomes not the [C]ity of Sydney’s vision for the future, it becomes the citizens of 
Sydney’s vision for the future and that gives it a lot of weight and kudos. And so it also helps when you are 
trying to negotiate or work a partnership up with state government or other legal government when you 
can say, we consulted thousands and thousands of people in this process and this is what they are telling 
us, this is what they want and we are here to form a partnership with you. So it breaks down the politics. 
(Elle, city engagement)

Because Sydney 2030 was framed as the public’s will, the Lord Mayor could speak on behalf of 
that public when she referred to the 2030 document. The strategy delivered a representation of a 
public that could not otherwise represent itself. The public’s will was represented unequivocally. 
The utterances of literally thousands of citizens were represented as a singular vision, speaking 
with one voice, free of conflict, expressing a homogeneous vision of the future. As one city admin-
istrator remarked, the strategy expressed the ‘collective spirit’ of Sydney. In so doing, strategy not 
only mobilized people (‘lifting their thinking’) but also legitimized the outcomes of the strategy 
process through framing it as an articulation of the people’s will. Taken the many conflicting inter-
ests that collide in a city, how did strategy engender such a consensus operation in practice?

Silencing, empowering and rationalizing

The strategy practice that patterned Sydney 2030 created consensus through a carefully managed 
process. While strategy worked to make people ‘lift their thinking’ and translate the cacophony of 
their voices into homogeneous political will, it silenced others. For instance, during the public 
consultation process, the consultations kept potentially conflicting interest groups separate. As a 
senior employee of the city explained:
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. . . we spoke to corporate people separately as a corporate group. And to business groups as a business 
group. We didn’t try to talk to developers in the same room I was talking to, you know, the community 
groups from Glebe [a Sydney suburb]. Because you want the Glebe people to make . . . we wanted to talk 
to the Glebe people just as Glebe people. And we wanted to talk to developers just as developers. We didn’t 
think there was anything to gain by throwing it all in one pot and then let the dynamics of that mix take 
over and ruin the dialogue. (John, city engagement)

By keeping interest groups separate, the strategists could determine how much debate was allowed 
in each forum. Potentially irreconcilable demands that would most likely cause conflict in an open 
debate could be avoided. Division kept those in power safe from dynamics ‘that might ruin the 
dialogue’. Keeping people separate and avoiding potentially conflicting, yet also potentially more 
interesting debates, the discourse of 2030 was reduced to ‘safe issues’. In a critical reflection on 
public debates about housing density, one senior city employee noted:

What probably wasn’t debated wholly [was that] there’s going to be a hell of a lot more people living in 
the city. . . . probably the big debates weren’t really had, I guess. . . . [the consultation] wasn’t like a 
debating forum in a way; it was more like, ok everyone’s on tables, there was short presentations on maybe 
the themes about, you know, different things about where the strategy’s going and then people writing 
down, you know, how they think about design or culture or art or whatever. . . . Then, you know, pinning 
that up and then presenting; yeah, we want this and claps and ok we’re going to take all this stuff away. . . 
. I guess everyone was all on the positive mode anyway. . . . it wasn’t like people saying well, hang on, I 
just totally disagree and let’s debate this and let’s thrash this out. (Jessica, city strategy)

This lengthy quote emphasizes the fact that the issues the public discussed were of less importance 
than the issues they did not debate and that potentially contentious issues were kept from the 
agenda of the public discourse (Bachrach and Baratz, 1962). While the participants in the work-
shops were busy dreaming of the future image of their city, some very real decisions that would 
have an immediate impact on their lives were hidden from view. These decisions were cast as 
‘expert decisions’. For instance, increasing density of housing was bracketed as ‘expert decisions’ 
not to be discussed with the public, as one interviewee explained:

There was some flexibility around density models, but it’s not something that we sought specific 
consultation on because, as you acknowledged, it is an extremely complex area that a layperson can’t 
really make an informed comment on so there’s no point really asking for that comment. So the input that 
was sought was around visions and aspirations and directions and that detail, I think, was left to experts to 
actually define the how to, which I think is how it should be. (Kate, city social planning)

This interviewee framed the issue of density, an issue of great concern to the community, as too 
complex for public consumption. Generally, the strategy team (intentionally or not) contained 
issues within the domain of the expert (which was by definition their domain) and shielded them 
from public scrutiny. Roger, a consultant, explained, ‘The key actions are actually often generated 
by experts who’ve spent their life in the profession and for someone in the community just to roll 
up at a public event, they might have a great idea but generally they are just concerned people.’ In 
the words of Flyvbjerg (1998), power was being exercised through the rationality of the expert, 
even if this was not acknowledged as such. In so doing the process of strategizing reframed the 
relation between power and knowledge. Strategy cut the Gordian knot of power (democracy) and 
knowledge (expertise) by mobilizing the public and claiming to articulate its political will while 
simultaneously allowing those in power to limit the debate to ‘safe issues’ and bracket potentially 
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contentious decisions as work that was an ‘expert task’. In this sense, the strategist not only 
exercised power through decision-making but also through non-decision-making (Bachrach and 
Baratz, 1962).

Aesthetics of strategy: The poetry of the image and the prose of numbers

The engagement manager we quoted above, Elle, described the practice of strategizing as an event 
that had to be staged using appropriate actors, props and scripts to ‘lift the audiences’ thinking’ to 
a ‘strategic level’. Her elaborations hint at the fundamentally aesthetic character of strategy. In 
order to engage people, lift their thinking and capture their view, the creation of aesthetic imagery 
was a crucial aspect of the 2030 process. One senior employee of the city elaborated:

The Lord Mayor was very explicit; she wanted a city vision, something that was exciting, something that 
we could say, this is what we were going to do. And I think what I kind of really added to it was to say to 
her, to the Lord Mayor, and to the councillors and the council, ‘Yes, we want to do that but we can’t, it’s 
not enough that it describes. It must show what it might look like; what it might be, because if we want the 
community to be really engaged, they’re not going to be engaged in words about what a city might look 
like. They’re going to be engaged by pictures and examples of what it might be.’ . . . we needed a vision 
to unify us. . . . We needed that vision to express and represent a future to people that they could actually 
see and start to feel and touch and imagine themselves in. (Desley, city management)

Within the city administration, the strategy was depicted as a departure from the old style of 
planning documents. The latter contained a high level of technical detail articulated in terms of 
expert language. As several of the people interviewed argued, strategy’s style differed markedly, 
resembling a form of storytelling: ‘Plans in themselves don’t necessarily deliver you stories. 
You’ve got to really work hard on finding a story and that’s really important I think. And that’s 
where I think a lot of planning falls down – it doesn’t connect to an everyday experience. Or it 
doesn’t connect it to something that people can relate to’ (John, city engagement). Closely related 
to the concern of storytelling was the clear recognition by the 2030 leadership team that media was 
one, if not the key, audience for the strategy. The true battlefield for strategy was public opinion 
and the representation of strategy in the media. A city engagement manager went as far as to sug-
gest, ‘if we haven’t won the battle in the media, then we haven’t got ourselves a strategy’ (John, 
city engagement). Hence, a key performance indicator for the strategy project was media attention, 
counted in inches, columns and airtime, over the duration of the project.

A mixture of design techniques including collages, retouched photography and sketches illus-
trating the city’s potential futures provided the appealing imagery for the strategists’ storytelling. 
Sketches included depictions of revitalized urban spaces, lively squares with fresh food markets 
and so on. The strategists we interviewed were fully aware of the seductive powers entailed in the 
aestheticization of the city’s future. One lead designer explained:

Yes, of course there’s a danger [that people fall in love with the image], but what else do you do? Put a, 
you know, press release out saying, ‘connect city back to Harbour’? Think about [it], close your eyes; 
imagine what it could be like. I think you have to draw to communicate. (Sandra, city management)

In communicating its propositions, strategy did not engage in wordy discussions or technical 
descriptions; rather, its aesthetics spoke through iconic imagery that could be easily reproduced by 
media and related to by people. The aesthetics of Sydney 2030 brought new freedoms with it, as 
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another interviewee explained, ‘in the end people are allowing us to get away with not giving them 
detail because we’re painting it as a vision’ (John, city engagement).

The more mundane aesthetics of numbers complemented strategy’s seduction. Sydney 2030 
featured long lists of targets and actions that were cast in numbers. Numbers supplemented the 
creativity of the illustration with gestures of scientific precision. Analysing the numbers that 
described targets and actions, it became obvious that they were of little use as guides to the future; 
yet, as an aesthetic phenomenon, numbers added to the legitimacy of the strategy. For instance, 
target #2 of Sydney 2030 stated that by 2030 the city would have the capacity to meet 100 percent 
of its energy needs and 10 percent of its water supply. While this is doubtlessly a noble target, none 
of the project ideas explained how to accomplish these goals. Many targets were simply outside the 
control of the city administration, such as target #5, which states that the city would create 97,000 
new jobs by 2030. Some targets turned out to not be so ambitious. Target #7, for instance, aimed at 
50 percent of all trips in the city being by foot and 10 percent by bike; in 2008, the combined 
number was already 50 percent. Similarly, target #10 stipulated that community cohesion and 
social capital should be increased as measured by more than 45 percent of people believing that 
most people can be trusted. The 2008 figure for the survey was 45 percent. Maybe most reveal-
ingly, the city had no programme in place to monitor progress towards these targets.

The long list of actions (in fact, 186 to be precise) that Sydney 2030 featured was equally ambigu-
ous. The action list was full of invitations to ‘investigate further’ or ‘establish working groups’ – 
activities through which it is unlikely that much would be achieved. For instance, action 1.2.1 aimed 
at strengthening the economy through, ‘investigat[ing] the establishment of a Sydney Partnership 
with the private sector, research and education institution’. ‘Actions’ such as this one raised more 
questions than they answered. Many other actions were nothing but declarations of intent. For 
instance, action 1.4.1 proposed to ‘bridge business and communities to identify economic opportu-
nities’. Other actions were outside the jurisdiction of the city administration and, hence, were little 
more than an articulation of a wish (e.g. action 3.4.1 suggested developing a road hierarchy – an 
undertaking clearly within the jurisdiction of the NSW government’s Road and Traffic Authority). 
Many actions were focused on creating more work for the strategy team. Action 6.3.1, for instance, 
sought to ‘prepare an integrated communities strategy’. Such new strategy projects encouraged the 
creation of new steering committees and project teams (e.g. action 7.3.4 ‘Establish a Creative 
Industry Task Force’). Finally, some actions were rather curious, including action 10.6.3, which 
stated, ‘Establish models to identify how and where Sydney 2030 targets are going to be achieved’.

The numbers featured in 2030 made little sense as such; yet, they played an important aesthetic 
role in the overall strategy process. The large number of targets and sheer number of endless action 
points provided a sense of precision and accountability, despite the fact that each individual target 
remained mysterious when more closely examined. We could interpret the role of numbers as part 
and parcel of the aesthetics of strategizing: while the visual images of the future embodied a sense 
of mission, the numbers provided the underlying mechanics of how to get there. Strategy, it seems, 
thrives on the dual aesthetics of the poetry of the image and the prose of numbers. In this sense, 
strategizing contributed to an aestheticization of urban politics that substituted the techno-rational 
discourse of the planner with the seductive, media-focused language of the strategist.

Discussion: The performative effects of strategizing

As outlined earlier, our article concerns itself with the following related research questions: How 
is strategy practised? What knowledge is it based upon? And what are its power effects? Our dis-
cussion of strategizing Sydney 2030 provides some reflections on how power is exercised through 
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the strategy discourse – an exercise of power that the strategy discourse itself does not give an 
account of.

Performativity and strategizing

Drawing on our narrative, the performative power effects of strategizing can be analysed from 
three vantage points. First, strategy’s performative power explicitly constituted its subjects as one 
body politic. The subjects of strategy were mobilized and represented by the strategy, which, in 
turn, legitimated these mobilizations and representations. Strategy ‘lifted people’s thinking’. It 
encouraged its subjects to think ‘big’, silencing the mundane concerns of the here-and-now through 
a mechanism of representation that afforded those in power the privilege of speaking on behalf of 
the public. And it legitimized the outcomes of the process as an articulation of the public’s will. In 
short, strategizing was performative because it explicitly mobilized and transformed its subjects 
and created legitimacy for particular representations of reality.

Table 1. Summary of findings

Empirical subsection Analytical focus Main findings

Learning the game: How 
to speak strategically

Analysis of the Review of 
International Strategies showing 
that strategizing is a language 
game that the city administration 
had to master

Introducing the language of 
strategy and learning the strategy 
script; explaining how to deal with 
potentially conflicting situations 
strategically

Disciplining the city The different types of knowledge 
that formed the analytical basis 
to render the city knowable

Cast your minds beyond your 
boundaries and powers by including 
non-spatial aspects; economic 
language emerges as the dominant 
voice in the strategy process

Performing strategy The strategy practice as 
transformative, aiming at 
changing people’s perceptions 
and perspectives

Strategizing as consultative 
process with performative effects 
(mobilizing people and legitimizing 
outcomes); ‘lifting people’s thinking’ 
as de-politicizing the present

Strategy’s public and the 
articulation of political will

Creating a strategic subject (the 
public) and legitimizing results 
of the strategy process as will of 
the public

How strategy speaks on behalf of 
the people, claiming to represent 
the voice of the people; strategy 
as source of power in the political 
discourse

Silencing, empowering and 
rationalizing

Engineering of consensus; 
rearranging the relation between 
power (democracy) and 
knowledge (expert)

Bracketing of decisions as expert-
decisions and non-decision-making 
as strategic activities

Aesthetics of strategy Strategy as aesthetic 
phenomenon; the style of 
strategy (poetry of the image, 
prose of numbers) as seductive 
storytelling as opposed to the 
rationality of the technocratic 
planning discourse

Painting of strategy as big picture 
using illustrations and the precision 
of numbers as aesthetic language of 
strategy that aims to seduce
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Second, strategy’s performative powers constituted the city as a spatial object. The strategy of 
Sydney 2030 expanded the notion of territorial space, including socially constructed spaces such as 
the economic, the cultural or the social. It did so by offering a language with which to think of 
space in non-territorial ways: Sydney 2030 expanded the City of Sydney beyond the territorial and 
legislative space of the city. Explicitly, it was an attempt to ignore boundaries of legislative power 
and mobilize people around what was described as good ideas. We have argued that the language 
of the economy ended up becoming the arbiter of those good ideas. Its diction provided the struc-
ture that other areas, such as culture or indigenous affairs, had to adapt to express their concerns. 
Of course, translating cultural concerns into an economic cost-benefit language changes these 
concerns. Dominant language games enable certain moves while they restrict others. For instance, 
we observed how strategy as a language game enabled the articulation of culture as an asset for 
increasing tourist numbers and boosting Sydney’s brand image, yet the interpretation of culture as 
a complex practice of emergent activity with intrinsic value was lost in translation.

Third, strategy’s use of time had performative power effects. Sydney 2030 talked about the 
desired future, and the process leading towards it. It envisioned a promised land in which the con-
flicts of the here-and-now are resolved in the vision (the big picture) of a sustainable, green and 
prosperous future for all. In so doing, strategy is a mechanism that enacts the future in the present. 
That future enacted in the present is performative, the big picture creating the reason for action in 
the present. Through strategy, the future takes shape in the present and is mobilized to influence the 
present. In philosophical terms, strategy makes the future the precondition of the possibility (the a 
priori) of the present. In this sense Sydney 2030 projected a future that, following the strange 
pathway of reversed causality, moulded the present.

Aestheticization of politics

Strategy’s performative effects are based on its representations. Images, models, speeches and 
drawings, including the big picture, do not convince through logic but seduce through aesthetics. 
Sydney 2030 was no exception. Images of fresh organic fruit and vegetable markets in a green city 
hide the interdependencies that make up its socioeconomic fabric. Complexities are concealed and 
conflicts glossed over. Icons, symbols, drawings and photographs express what words would not 
be able to capture. The strategy turned that hard-to-grasp object called ‘the city’, an object whose 
boundaries seemed infinitely plastic, into an aesthetic object that could be drawn, illustrated and 
described. The practice of strategizing, from the staged public events to the exhibitions, from the 
poetry of the illustrations of Sydney 2030 to the bold numbers summarizing actions to be taken, can 
be analysed as an aesthetic phenomenon.

The metaphor of the big picture encapsulates strategy’s aesthetic essence. Yet, as Latour (2005) 
reminds us, while we are fully immersed in the big picture no space is left for alternative perception 
and we experience only a small glimpse of the many possible futures. In this sense, the big picture 
represents one perspective as an absolute and all-encompassing point of view. The big picture’s 
master narrative represents itself as the whole, blinding us to alternative perspectives. The tech-
niques through which the strategist produced the big picture (from narratives about the future to 
numbers and visual illustrations of the future) were powerful because they aestheticized politics 
(Benjamin, 2007 [1936]).

Strategy is an engine and a camera4

The discourse of NPM links questions of strategy and management with the traditional res publica. 
Consequently, strategy in the context of the urban raises questions of politics. Bourdieu once 
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remarked that the most important political problem is to get people to answer questions that they 
would not pose themselves (2007 [1979]: 418). Traditionally, this has been the biggest challenge 
for democracy. Sydney 2030 provided a new way of producing such questions and answers. Sydney 
2030 staged public gatherings, stakeholder meetings, focus groups, exhibitions, briefings and a 
whole array of other events to make people respond to questions they would not have otherwise 
asked. Questions such as, ‘What do you want your city to look in 20 years’ time?’ forced people to 
think in abstract terms. In this process, the utterances of the individual was translated into an aggre-
gated opinion that had no relation to the answers given to questions that individuals might not have 
posed in that way. Through this mechanism, strategy elicited answers from the public that see it 
responding to a future hardly imaginable. And then these imaginings can be edited and projected 
in a big picture that confronts the individual with a precision and direction that is in sharp contrast 
to their vague ideas and shifting opinions. In this sense, strategy de-politicized the present in the 
name of a future in which politics as an arena for negotiation of conflicting interests would appear 
to be minimized. Strategy, it seems, produces answers to political questions and legitimizes action 
while providing those in power with the freedom to conduct the business of framing the conversa-
tions backstage, unseen by, and unaccountable to, the public.

Theorizing our findings further, strategy can be analysed as a solution to the traditional problem 
of governing public institutions, i.e. the tension between power and knowledge. Where should 
democracy’s exercise of power stop and expertise inform decision-making? Collins and Evans 
(2007) called the first problem the problem of extension (how far does the public’s knowledge 
reach?) and labelled the second problem that of legitimacy (how can an expert’s solution be legiti-
mate in a democracy where every voice counts the same?). In short, the problem is that science 
lacks legitimacy, while democracy’s deficit results from its ignorance.

Traditional urban planning was firmly rooted in the scientific tradition and attempted to stay 
outside of politics if only because, too often, planning was either hijacked or ignored by politicians 
(see Flyvbjerg, 2002; Friedman, 1998; Hoch, 1994; Wildavsky, 1973). City strategy is an attempt 
to short-circuit politics and science (see Serres and Latour, 1995 [1990]). Sydney 2030 linked the 
domain of science and expertise, where ‘facts’ supposedly speak for themselves with the domain 
of politics, where the cacophony of ‘values’ reflects the lack of political principles. Sydney 2030 
opened up a new epistemological space in which the problem of extension (how far does the 
public’s knowledge reach?) and the problem of legitimacy (how can expert solutions be legitimate 
in a democracy where every voice counts the same?) could be addressed simultaneously in one 
and the same process. The use of strategy dissolved the problem of extension and legitimacy by 
reframing the conversation between the expert and the public. Sydney 2030 arranged the voices of 
the experts and the public so that the former would contribute authority and the latter legitimacy to 
the process. The big picture claimed to represent public values, while, simultaneously, 2030 was an 
expert document based on facts. It acted as a hinge between the public and the expert. Strategy’s 
power lies in the fact that it operates scientifically while concurrently seducing politically through 
its projections. If strategy were nothing but a technique, it would not generate interest beyond a 
small group of experts; if it were simply a spirited conversation about the future, without a visible 
transmission belt into the present, it would be regarded as mere talk. Sydney 2030 shows how the 
power of strategy rests in its ability to combine the production of truth and the exercise of power. 
Thus, strategy is both a camera and an engine (MacKenzie, 2006).

In sum what theoretical insights can be drawn from our study? First, that strategizing is perfor-
mative, constituting its subjects and shaping its objects; second, that strategizing has to be under-
stood as an aesthetic performance whose power resides in the simultaneous and iconic representation 
of facts (e.g. numbers) and values (big picture); and, third, that strategy is a sociopolitical practice 
that aims at mobilizing people, marshalling their will and legitimizing decisions.
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Lessons learned: Implications for practice

Practically, there are five lessons we can learn from our contextual account of Sydney 2030. First, 
strategizing and organizing are complementary practices. Usually, organization is supposed to 
follow strategy. Sydney 2030 was no exception. Only two managers of the City of Sydney were 
aware that strategy also meant ‘internal cultural change’. Yet it became increasingly obvious 
throughout the study that the existing bureaucratic structure of the city administration and its silo 
mentality represented barriers that made the implementation of new ideas difficult, to say the least. 
Alternatively, Sydney 2030 could have started inside out, co-evolving organizational change within 
the city administration with the strategy development. The rationale of such an approach would be 
to understand the culture of the city administration and the interactions between the administration, 
stakeholders and the public as a precondition for successful strategizing. In this view, strategizing 
would co-evolve with organizing.

Second, strategizing means problematizing futures. Sydney 2030 relied on a broader than usual 
base of expertise and produced intensified feedback channels. Yet it did not produce any surprising 
insights. We were reminded of Gramsci’s thesis that, ‘society does not pose itself problems for 
whose solutions the material preconditions do not already exist’ (1971 [1929–35]: 194). Sydney 
2030 did not touch upon radical future scenarios but by and large extended the status quo into the 
future. Asked how Sydney 2030 would differ from Sydney 2025 or Sydney 2040, the answer was 
always that there would be no difference. In this sense, strategizing operated with an abstract 
notion of time. Alternatively, strategizing could play with disruptive scenarios and problematize 
what was taken for granted.

Third, strategizing is genealogical. Related to the second point, one could also caution that, in 
some key respects, the strategy should not only have been more future-oriented, but also more past-
oriented. As argued above, Sydney 2030 temporalized the city in a way that transformed it into a 
timeless bubble. While the future was the abstract date 2030, past history did not play any role in 
the strategy process. Instead, Sydney 2030 could have started with an exploration of the past and 
the forces that contributed to the current shape of the city. During our own research, we unearthed 
a document authored by the City of Sydney (or rather, the consultant it had hired) in the early 
1970s. The document laid out a plan for the future that prioritized local communities and pedestri-
ans (among other things). In a strange way, Sydney 2030 seemed to repeat the ideals of the early 
1970s without understanding their fate. A study of the past might be a good starting point to ensure 
that the future envisaged now has an improved chance of changing for the better than the past 
envisioning of the future achieved. Looking at the past would bring to the fore long-standing con-
flicts of interest that have shaped the sociopolitical space of the city. With its focus firmly fixed on 
the future, Sydney 2030 displayed a naive optimism that glossed over historical fault lines that any 
attempt to make the city a better place would have to address.

Fourth, strategizing entails experimenting and learning. Sydney 2030 was an exercise in big 
picture thinking and grand gestures. However, organizations, including those that manage cities, 
might learn through incremental trial and error steps rather than through monumental plans. For 
instance, small interventions into the urban fabric, e.g. by using experiments with temporary archi-
tecture (Haydn and Temel, 2006), could allow a productive trial and error process that might trig-
ger social learning. Urban acupuncture (Brillembourg et al., 2005; Lerner, 2003) and ideas inspired 
by theories of emergent urbanism offer fascinating examples of small interventions with big impli-
cations (e.g. Massumi, 2003).

Finally, strategy is mediation. McLuhan (1964) famously stated that ‘the medium is the mes-
sage’. This held true for Sydney 2030 in that the communication forms used resulted in stale 
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debates in which the modes of engagement between the public, the consultant experts and the city 
were unlikely to result in mutual learning. Only a small group of people comprised of leading poli-
ticians, ‘economy, design, cultural, social, environment leaders and influencers’, ‘property leaders 
and influencers’ and unspecified ‘community representatives’ (Sustainable Sydney 2030 final 
report, appendix) were consulted ‘often’ (‘often’ meaning they were consulted on all major 2030 
developments). On the other hand, those who were ‘seldom engaged’ included marginalized 
groups such as young people between 5 and 30 (even though 2030 will belong to them), older 
people over 55 and indigenous people, to name but a few groups. Sydney 2030 could have experi-
mented with alternative forms of assembling the public. Utilizing a larger variety of media, a dif-
ferent ‘atmosphere of democracy’ (Latour and Weibel, 2005) could have allowed a greater diversity 
of concerns and groups to gain more visibility. Virtual issues networks gather a diverse set of 
individuals, organizations and institutions online and invite open debate among those interested 
(see Coleman and Gøtze, 2001; Heclo, 1978; Marres and Rogers, 2005). New media (social media 
and computer game-based interactions such as Second Life) allow a different, maybe more youth-
ful, sociodemographic group of people to participate in strategy making on their terms for the 
future they will inherit. While technology rarely solves social problems, the smart use of new 
media and new forms of mass-self communication (Castells, 2009) have the potential to break up 
old discursive structures – and with it, entrenched power structures.

Appendix. List of interviewees and their roles in the strategy process

Interviewees - Internal Role in strategy process

Contract administrator, City of Sydney Managing business services and consultants
Project manager, City of Sydney City engagement
2030 team member, City of Sydney City strategist
2030 team member, City of Sydney City economist and chief researcher
2030 team member, City of Sydney City social planner
2030 team member, City of Sydney City environmental designer
2030 team member, City of Sydney City designer
2030 team member, City of Sydney Cultural development manager
2030 team member, City of Sydney Environment manager
2030 team member, City of Sydney Transport manager
Strategic advisor, City of Sydney City strategy
Senior executive; 2030 team leader Head city engagement, PR and marketing
Senior executive; 2030 team leader Head city strategy
Senior executive; 2030 team leader Head city design
Chief executive officer Overall project responsibility

Interviewee - External Role in strategy process

Lead consultant Lead consultancy
Project management Economics and planning
Economics consultant Strategic economics
Design consultant Urban design
Transport consultant Transport and planning
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Notes

1. The report is available at: www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/2030/theplan/downloads.asp.
2. Bourdieu (2007 [1979]) used the concept of inter-legitimation to describe the self-referential nature of 

works of art.
3. See the Sustainable Sydney 2030 – Issues Summary, 1 June 2007 available at: www.cityofsydney.nsw.

gov.au/2030/theplan/downloads.asp.
4. This subheading is inspired by Donald Mackenzie’s (2006) book, An Engine, Not a Camera: How 

Financial Models Shape Markets.
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